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We study time-dependent electron transport and quantum noise in a ballistic graphene field effect transistor
driven by an ac gate potential. The nonlinear response to the ac signal is computed through Floquet theory for
scattering states and Landauer-Büttiker theory for charge current and its fluctuations. Photon-assisted excitation
of a quasibound state in the top-gate barrier leads to resonances in transmission that strongly influence the noise
properties. For strong doping of graphene under source and drain contacts, when electrons are transmitted through
the channel via evanescent waves, the resonance leads to a substantial suppression of noise. The Fano factor is
then reduced well below the pseudodiffusive value, F < 1/3, also for strong ac drive. The good signal-to-noise
ratio (small Fano factor) on resonance suggests that the device is a good candidate for high-frequency (THz)
radiation detection. We show analytically that Klein tunneling (total suppression of back-reflection) persists for
perpendicular incidence also when the barrier is driven harmonically. Although the transmission is inelastic and
distributed among sideband energies, a sum rule leads to total suppression of shot noise.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.165420
I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic properties of graphene have attracted considerable attention from the research community ever since
the first experiments with graphene flakes in 2004 [1–4]. The
signature characteristic, massless Dirac charge carriers close to
the charge neutrality point, allowed the realization of a number
of interesting physical effects, for instance, Klein tunneling
[5], Veselago lensing [6], and the half-integer quantum Hall
effect [7–9]. Due to graphene’s extreme thinness of just one
atom, its properties can be easily modified by proximity to
other materials and it also allows for a tunable charge density.
Fabrication techniques combating defect scattering have been
steadily improving over the years, currently allowing graphene
encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride to show ballistic behavior in devices longer than 1 μm [10–15]. The high mobility
and tuneable charge density, combined with Dirac electron
physics, have elevated graphene to become a promising material for high-frequency electronics [16–20]. Graphene-based
devices already include field-effect transistors [21], frequency
mixers [22] and doublers [23], and detectors [24–27].
Possible high-frequency applications have driven a broad
theoretical research effort into time-dependent transport with
topics covering, e.g., quantum pumping [28–32], electromagnetic response [33–38], and photon-assisted tunneling
[39–45]. In high-frequency devices, time-dependent electric
field of frequency  induces sidebands in energy space
separated by multiples of energy quantum h̄. Interference
of quasiparticle scattering paths between the sidebands is
therefore important [43–47]. In our previous papers [46,47],
we examined in detail the linear conductance of a ballistic
graphene transistor with an ac-driven top gate. Scattering
via quasibound states under the gate induces resonances in
selected sideband amplitudes, and we have identified two resonant scattering mechanisms: double barrier tunneling (between
contacts and top barrier) for high doping of the contacts and
Breit-Wigner–Fano resonances for low doping. We showed
that based on these resonances the device can be used as a
detector in the terahertz (THz) frequency range for weak driv2469-9950/2017/95(16)/165420(10)

ing of the gate or as a frequency multiplier for strong driving.
In this paper, we develop further our model based on Floquet
theory and Landauer-Büttiker scattering formalism [48–51]
(adequately generalized for graphene) to include shot noise.
Ballistic Klein tunneling is associated with low noise,
which is desirable in electronic devices. Since the effect
remains robust even for high doping of contacts, transport
at the charge neutrality point is characterized by a mixture of
evanescent waves and Klein tunneling. It leads to a universal
minimal conductivity [52] of 4e2 /π h and the Fano factor
[53] reaches a local maximum of 1/3. This sub-Poissonian
value for noise coincides with that of disordered diffusive
metals and has been verified experimentally [54]. Shot noise,
being a measure of current-current correlations, potentially
contains more information than can be extracted from the dc
conductance. It has therefore attracted considerable attention
in the study of electronic quantum transport; see, for instance,
the review in Ref. [55]. In the context of graphene, photonassisted shot noise was recently measured in the diffusive
electron transport regime [56]. It was shown that shot noise
signatures of radiation in this system could be extended to
the higher THz frequency range. In another recent experiment
[57], shot noise was utilized to extract detailed information
about contact doping and the doping profile across suspended
graphene field effect transistors. Several theoretical studies of
shot noise in graphene have also appeared recently. Signatures
of Fabry-Pérot interferences in the shot noise have been
investigated, both the zero-frequency noise [41] and the
finite-frequency noise [58]. In the latter case, it was shown
that the noise power oscillates with frequency on a scale
set by the Fabry-Pérot energy scale L/h̄vF , where vF is the
Fermi velocity and L is the distance between source and
drain contacts. Noise was also calculated for adiabatic [31]
or nonadiabatic quantum pumps in graphene [45]. The current
work complements these works and focuses on the signatures
in shot noise of the different resonant scattering mechanisms
identified in Refs. [46,47], and in particular the usefulness of
these resonances in high-frequency (THz) radiation detection
in a setup sketched in Fig. 1.
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VS [59]. The potential in the channel region (between source
and drain), on the other hand, is controlled by a back-gate
setting the Dirac point energy ED = UC . We measure energy
from the Fermi level of metallic contacts EF = 0. Thus, for
UC = 0 the Dirac point in the graphene channel is aligned
with the Fermi energy of the leads. Below we shall consider a
symmetric setup with UL = UR = U and L1 = L2 = L/2.
We assume that the contacts are smooth on the atomic scale,
but sharp on the wavelength associated with the energy of Dirac
electrons in the channel λD = h̄vF /|E − UC |, where vF is the
Fermi velocity. In this approximation, the potential changes
across the device in a steplike fashion on the scale of λD ,
as in Eq. (1). This approximation also allows us to disregard
intervalley scattering and include only one Dirac point in our
Hamiltonian. For calculation of current and noise we include
a factor of four for spin and valley degeneracy. In addition, we
assume that the top gate is narrow on the scale of λD , allowing
us to treat it as a δ potential in our model; see also Fig. 1(b).
The effective low-energy Hamiltonian then has the form

z
y

x

H = −iσx ∇ x + σy ky + [Z0 + Z1 cos(t)]δ(x) + U (x),
(2)
FIG. 1. (a) Schematics of a graphene field effect transistor, where
a back gate (BG) controls doping of the channel and a small source
(S)–drain (D) bias is applied to generate the current, which is
controlled by the top gate (TG) dc and ac signals. (b) Potential
landscape, including doping of the leads by the source and drain
metallic electrodes.
II. MODEL

Our aim is to investigate intrinsic noise properties of the
ballistic device depicted in Fig. 1(a), excluding the extrinsic
effects of surrounding circuitry eventually present in an experiment. To this end, we utilize a minimal model of the device
based on Floquet theory for Dirac quasiparticle scattering
states combined with a Landauer-Büttiker theory for transport.
We shall focus on the shot noise at zero temperature in
parameter regimes corresponding to the resonances discussed
in detail in Refs. [46,47]. The device depicted in Fig. 1(a)
consists of a graphene sheet contacted by source and drain
electrodes. A harmonic signal is assumed to be applied to the
top gate and we compute the complete nonlinear response to
this signal within our minimal model. The observable we focus
on is the current and its fluctuations (noise) between source
and drain in linear response to a voltage VSD = VS − VD . Note
that in the following we use VS , since the drain is grounded in
Fig. 1(a).
The device is assumed to have an ideal contact geometry,
invariant in the transverse y direction, resulting in a quasi-onedimensional potential landscape between source and drain (x
direction),
U (x) = UL θ (−L1 − x) + UR θ (x − L2 )
+ UC [θ (x + L1 ) − θ (x − L2 )],

(1)

as sketched in Fig. 1(b). The function θ (x) is the Heaviside step
function. The shifts UL and UR take into account doping of
graphene by deposited metallic electrodes and do not change
under back-gate potential sweep and small source-drain bias

where we have set the Fermi velocity in graphene equal to
unity, vF = 1, and h̄ = 1. Note that the energy scale in these
units is set by 1/L. Here Z0 is the strength of the static part of
the δ barrier, while Z1 is that of its dynamic part. Pauli matrices
in pseudospin space (A-B sublattice degree of freedom) are
denoted σx and σy . We assume the device to be wide in the
transverse direction to disregard any finite-size effects along
y axis. Together with translational invariance it allows the
transverse momentum ky to be conserved during scattering.
Below we will often express ky in terms of an impact angle ϕ
via the relation ky = |U | sin ϕ.
Given the above Hamiltonian, we need to solve the timedependent Dirac equation
Hψ(x,ky ,t) = i∂t ψ(x,ky ,t).

(3)

We utilize the periodicity of the Hamiltonian in the time
domain and use a Fourier decomposition to build the Floquet
ansatz
∞

ψ(x,ky ,t) = e−iEt
ψn (x,ky ,E)e−int .
(4)
n=−∞

The quasienergy E is set by the energy of the incoming
electron from the lead. As the charge carrier exchanges energy
quanta n (n integer) in the top-gate barrier, the wave function
acquires amplitudes at the sideband energies En = E + n.
The Dirac equation is then rewritten as a matrix differential
equation in sideband space. Solutions to it are obtained through
wave function matching at interfaces between regions with
different potentials [46,47]. The solutions can be collected
into a Floquet scattering matrix Sαβ (En ,Em ) for scattering
from contact β at energy Em to contact α at energy En , where
in our case the contact indices α,β ∈ {S,D}; see Fig. 1.
Adapting the Landauer-Büttiker scattering formalism, we
can express the expectation values for charge current and noise
in the system in terms of the Floquet scattering matrices.
The key steps are outlined in Appendix A. In the following,
we present an analysis of differential noise N, computed with
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Eq. (A20), and compare it to the dc linear conductance G0 ,
computed with Eq. (7) in Ref. [47]. To this end, we mainly
focus on their ratio, the Fano factor, defined in Eq. (A24),
which measures the deviation from Poissonian noise. We
assume that temperature is the lowest energy scale (we set
T = 0), while other parameters are intentionally chosen as
in Ref. [47], where these choices were thoroughly motivated
both by experimental relevance and subdivision into most
interesting transport regimes.
A. dc characteristics

In the absence of external ac drive, transport is elastic. The
zero temperature shot noise expression is then simplified to a
well-known result

 ∞

e3
dky T (ky ,E)[1 − T (ky ,E)]
,
(5)
N=
2π h
−∞

E=EF

and the differential Fano factor is given by

∞

dk
T
(k
,E)[1
−
T
(k
,E)]
N
y
y
y

F =
= −∞  ∞


eG0
−∞ dky T (ky ,E)

.

(6)

E=EF

Let us first analyze the noise with no dc gate applied (Z0 = 0).
For strong doping of leads U  UC , the transport channel is
characterized by evanescent waves. When transport is exactly
at the Dirac point (for UC = 0), the conductance (computed
per unit width of the device in the y direction) has a minimum
4e2
, and the Fano factor approaches its maximum
G0 = πhL
value of F = 1/3; see Fig. 2(a). This sub-Poissonian value
coincides with the diffusive metal result [60] and is called
the pseudodiffusive transport regime [53]. For higher doping
of the channel |UC | > 0, it becomes more transparent and
noise correlations are suppressed further. There exists an
extreme point at UC = U , where T = 1 for all angles of
incidence (all ky ) and the noise is suppressed to zero. Another
notable feature is the oscillations of both the conductance and
the Fano factor on the scale of 1/L. These oscillations are
associated with Fabry-Pérot resonances [58] induced by two
partly reflecting mirrors at the interfaces between the channel
and the contacts [at x = −L1 and x = L2 in Fig. 1(b)]. We
note that for fixed ky , local maxima in conductance have
corresponding minima in the Fano factor and vice versa. After
integration over ky , most maxima and minima still coincide;
see Fig. 2(a). We can quantify the phenomenon analytically.
Denoting T  = ∂T /∂UC , we can analyze the behavior of noise
at conductance extrema G = 0 by looking at first and second
derivatives of the observables. Disregarding the integration
over transverse momentum ky we find
N ∝ [T (1 − T )] = 0 = G ,
N ∝ [T (1 − T )] = T  (1 − 2T ) ∝ G (1 − 2T ).

(7)

FIG. 2. dc conductance (solid) and dc Fano factor (dashed) at
finite doping U = −10/L with the gate (a) off Z0 = 0 and (b) on at
Z0 = 0.4π . (c) The same as in panel (a) but for one particular impact
angle ϕ = π/4. In panel (c) the conductance and noise are rescaled
(arb. units) to show peak-dip correspondence.

correspond well between conductance and noise for the entire
range of doping UC .
When the top gate dc potential is nonzero, Z0 = 0, the
charge carriers can scatter resonantly through a quasibound
state in the δ barrier with energy [46]
Eb = UC − sgn(Z0 )|ky | cos Z0 .

For high doping of contact U  UC , the resonance happens in
an otherwise evanescent wave region. The transmission coefficient is then resonantly enhanced resulting in a pronounced
conductance peak and a corresponding valley in the noise, cf.
near UC = 0 in Fig. 2(b). Thus, on resonance the Fano factor is
greatly suppressed. We note that the transmission enhancement
is maximal for a symmetric setup L1 = L2 (which we focus on
in this work), and gets weaker with increasing asymmetry. The
δ barrier introduces a phase shift to the scattered pseudospinor
states which results in shifts of the Fabry-Pérot interference
pattern for large UC , as compared with the case without the
barrier.

(8)

The first equation shows that the extrema positions of conductance and noise coincide. At high channel transparencies
(T > 0.5), the curvature of noise has opposite sign compared
to that of conductance at its extrema. For UC not too close
to zero, evanescent modes (low transparency channels) do not
contribute much to conductance, while Klein tunneling ensures
high transparency for open channels. Extrema positions then

(9)

III. RESULTS

In the previous section, we have seen how a tunneling
resonance as a rule of thumb effectively lowers the noise.
Let us first discuss in general terms what is expected when
an ac drive on the top gate is applied. As a result of the
harmonic drive, multiple sidebands are generated in energy
space. In effect, many additional resonant scattering processes
are introduced. For instance, compared to the static case above,
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FIG. 3. (a) Angle-resolved dc conductance G0 , (b) angle-resolved
differential shot noise N, and (c) angle-integrated dc conductance
and differential shot noise. The model parameters are Z0 = 0.4π ,
Z1 = 0.4, U = −10/L, and  = 1/L.

the resonance peak is now split into many peaks, roughly
separated in energy space by h̄ from each other. At this point,
we should note that the resonance combs in transmission to
different sidebands coincide, thus producing a single comb
in conductance; see Fig. 3(a). For the noise, it describes
current fluctuations between different scattering processes.
Since additional scattering processes are introduced under an
ac drive, we expect as a rule of thumb that the noise is enhanced
as compared with dc. A careful examination of Eq. (A20)
reveals that the overlap of combs in transmission functions
also produces a resonant peak comb in the noise, as shown
in Fig. 3(b). Thus, since the main transmission resonance
peak near UC = 0 is now split into several, its weight gets
redistributed, resulting in a generally higher shot noise. The
Fano factor for high contact doping U  UC , displayed in
Fig. 3(c), is enhanced in ac compared with dc [cf. Fig. 2(b)],
but stays below the sub-Poissonian value of F = 1/3 around
UC = 0.
In the case of low contact doping, pseudospinor mismatch
between scattering states is small and the transmission is
dominated by Klein tunneling for open channels, combined
with Fano and Breit-Wigner resonance lines induced by
the quasibound state [47]. The dc conductance component,
see Fig. 4(a), displays sharp dip-peak structures due to the
Fano and Breit-Wigner resonances. Noise, see Fig. 4(b), in
the vicinity of corresponding resonances contains extrema
(maxima or minima) due to the fluctuations between several
scattering processes affected by these resonances. The dc conductance only sums over individual sideband transmissions,
while noise includes interference terms between different
scattering amplitudes. Therefore, since sideband resonances

FIG. 4. (a) Angle-resolved dc conductance G0 , (b) angle-resolved
differential shot noise N, and (c) angle-integrated dc conductance
and differential shot noise. The model parameters are Z0 = 0.4π ,
Z1 = 0.4, U = 1.2/L, and  = 1/L.

disperse differently with angles, we can observe multiple
resonant features in the noise corresponding to a single dip in
conductance; see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Evanescent wave regions
(for waves in the leads) are defined by critical angles φcn that
differs between sidebands φcn = arcsin |(n − U )/U | but are
independent of UC . As a result, multiple horizontal features in
the nonresonant background are present in the figure, although
this effect is more evident in noise; see Fig. 4(b).
Looking at angle-resolved noise maps we can confirm that
resonance peaks in noise are caused by the same inelastic
scattering mechanism as for conductance both for doublebarrier tunneling (Fig. 3) and Fano (Fig. 4) resonances. One
particular feature common to all angle-resolved noise maps
is complete suppression of noise for the ϕ = 0 channel.
An analytic derivation, see Appendix B, proves that Klein
tunneling is responsible for this effect. There is no reflection
at any of sideband energies and all transmitted waves acquire
a trivial phase while their amplitudes are modulated as
cylindrical harmonics (Bessel functions). This leads to a sum
rule which ensures vanishing shot noise for perpendicular
incidence.
A. THz radiation detection

Since the static conductance component experiences resonances in the strong contact doping regime even for a relatively
weak ac drive strength, we proposed [47] that the device
in this regime can be used as a THz frequency detector.
In this section, we analyze the device’s noise characteristics
under similar parameters. As was established in the previous
section, both conductance and noise experience quasiperiodic
resonance combs; see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). As the driving
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FIG. 7. Noise performance for high doping (solid) and low
doping (dashed) of contacts as function of ac drive strength Z1 . For
high doping, the parameters are Z0 = 0.4π , U = −8/L,  = 0.2/L,
UC = 1/L; for low doping, they are Z0 = 0.4π , U = 1.2/L,  =
1/L, UC = 0.75/L.
FIG. 5. Channel doping dependence of detector response. The
model parameters are Z0 = 0.48π , U = −10/L, and  = 0.4/L.

strength is increased, the main resonance peak gets reduced
as the sideband peaks are enhanced; see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).
It is therefore quite natural that the corresponding Fano factor
is increasing and approaches the value of 1/3 observed in the
static case in absence of resonance; see Fig. 5(c).
It is also instructive to look at the frequency response of the
detector for a fixed value of channel doping; see Fig. 6. The
conductance displays peaks whenever sideband scattering is
done via a quasibound state Eb = n. Since the resonances
manifest themselves in increased noise on resonance, its shape

is very similar to that of conductance with a series of resonance
peaks. We note, however, that the Fano factor is lower for
secondary peaks, compared with the main n = 1 peak, and
so is their width. Thus in an experimental setup a more
sensitive narrow bandwidth detector might rely on secondary
resonances. For weak signals, the noise is reduced well below
the sub-Poissonian value, F < 1/3, which is favorable for a
detector’s signal-to-noise ratio.
B. Strong driving

In our previous paper, we showed that ac conductance
harmonics can be selectively enhanced for both double barrier
tunneling and Fano resonance regimes, thereby allowing the
device to be operated as a frequency multiplier. To generate
higher harmonics, we need to go to strong driving regime
(Z1 > 1). Since in-depth physics analysis has been presented
in the previous sections, here we show only a comparative
study of the device performance for parameters corresponding
to the resonances in the two regimes (high or low contact
doping); see Fig. 7. Although the zero-frequency noise is
not necessarily a figure of merit for harmonic generation, it
serves as an indicator of the general device performance. It
is striking that the device at high contact doping, or double
tunneling regime, performs consistently better in terms of shot
noise. Since almost all channels but the resonant ones are
closed, the Fano factor remains consistently close to 1/3 value.
In contrast, at low doping, or Fano–Breit-Wigner resonance
regime, most of the channels are highly transparent and all
scattering trajectories contribute to the final result, ramping up
the noise as the number of sidebands is increased for stronger
drive.
IV. SUMMARY

FIG. 6. Frequency response of the detector. The model parameters are Z0 = 0.48π , U = −10/L, and UC = 1/L.

We have presented results for the zero-frequency shot noise
in a ballistic graphene transistor driven by an ac gate potential.
We have analyzed two different setups of the transistor
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potential landscape: high and low doping of electrodes (the
parameter U ). For dc operation, in the high electrode doping
regime, the Fano factor maximum is at 1/3 for zero top-gate
potential (Z0 = 0) and is largely characterized by Fabry-Pérot
interferences, in analogy to the conductance and in agreement
with the literature. A nonzero static top-gate potential (Z0 = 0)
allows excitation of a quasibound state in the top gate, which
leads to resonant enhancement of conductance and suppression
of noise at that energy. Including harmonic ac drive we have
observed formation of multiple sideband resonances in the
noise related to the excitation of the quasibound state. For
high contact doping, the additional resonant transport channel
leads to an enhanced Fano factor compared with dc, but
F < 1/3 also for strong ac drive (Z1 > 1). For low contact
doping, the resonances in noise follow closely the Fano and
Breit-Wigner resonances also present in the conductance.
We have discussed possible utilization of the device in the
high-doping regime as a high-frequency radiation detector.
Our results indicate that secondary peak detection could
be more experimentally desirable due to higher signal-tonoise ratio. We have compared the shot noise behavior of a
frequency multiplier in two different contact doping regimes
for increasing ac driving strength (Z1 > 1) and concluded that
the high-doping device performs better and operates under the
diffusive metal limit of 1/3. Finally, we have found analytically
that Klein tunneling at perpendicular incidence persists under
ac drive, which leads to a completely noiseless channel.

system chosen as in the main text we obtain [46]


1
1
eiκ(ky ,E)x ,
ψ→ (x,ky ,E) = 
2v(ky ,E) η(ky ,E)


1
1
ψ← (x,ky ,E) = 
e−iκ(ky ,E)x ,
2v(ky ,E) η̄(ky ,E)

(A1)

where arrows indicate the direction of propagation along the
x axis, and
κ(ky ,E) + iky
,
E
−κ(ky ,E) + iky
η̄(ky ,E) =
,
E
κ(ky ,E)
v(ky ,E) =
,
E
η(ky ,E) =

(A2)

κ(ky ,E) = sgn(E) E 2 − ky2 .
The normalization of these plane waves is chosen such that
they carry unit probability flux along the x axis. The probability
flux is defined as
jx (x,ky ,E) = ψ † (x,ky ,E)σx ψ(x,ky ,E),

(A3)

and we have jx→ = 1 and jx← = −1.
2. Current operator
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APPENDIX A: EXPRESSION FOR THE NOISE
AND FANO FACTOR

The scattering basis introduced in the previous section,
see Eq. (A1), allows us to define the field operator for
quasiparticles in contact α ∈ {S,D}. For the two-terminal setup
considered in the main text, where the coordinate system
is uniquely fixed everywhere, one can deduce the following
expression for the field operator in the drain contact:
 eiky y 
dE
ˆ

D (x,y,t) =
√ e−iEt
Wy |E|>|ky | 2π
ky
× [γ̂D,in (ky ,E)ψ← (x,ky ,E)

In this appendix we derive expressions for the zerofrequency noise within a Landauer-Büttiker scattering approach to transport and Floquet theory for scattering states,
properly modified to take into account that electrons in
graphene are massless Dirac fermions obeying Eq. (3) with
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). We have presented solutions to
these equations in our recent papers [46,47]. Below we utilize
these solutions to derive expressions for the noise and the
differential Fano factor. Although we have tried to make this
appendix self-contained, we emphasize that it builds on the
results in Refs. [46,47].

+ γ̂D,out (ky ,E)ψ→ (x,ky ,E)],

(A4)

where Wy is the width in the transverse y direction. Note
that we below will utilize periodic boundary conditions in the
transverse direction and the dependence on Wy drops out. Integration over energy is restricted to quasiparticle states which
describe propagating waves. The operators γ̂α,in/out (ky ,E)
annihilate the corresponding incoming-outgoing quasiparticle
with energy E and transverse momentum ky in the contact α,
and satisfy the usual fermionic anticommutation relations
†

{γ̂α,in (ky ,E),γ̂β,in (ky ,E  )} = δα,β δky ,ky δ(E − E  ),
{γ̂α,in (ky ,E),γ̂β,in (ky ,E  )} = 0,

1. Scattering basis

Within scattering theory [55] one derives a scattering matrix
for the device region connecting incoming and outgoing waves
in the leads. For the scattering matrix to be unitary, a scattering
basis is needed. The elementary waves are labeled by the
energy E and the transverse momentum ky for assumed
invariance in the transverse y direction. For the coordinate

†

†
(ky ,E),γ̂β,in (ky ,E  )} = 0,
{γ̂α,in

(A5)

where the contact indices α,β = {S,D}. According to scattering theory, the outgoing operator γ̂D,out (ky ,E) is related to
the incoming one via a scattering matrix. For the case of an
oscillating barrier and static bias between source and drain
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contacts, this relation reads
 
γ̂D,out (ky ,E) =
SDβ (ky ; E,En )γ̂β,in (ky ,En ), (A6)

and its Hermitian conjugate to construct the current operator
in the drain contact [compare to Eq. (A3)],
 Wy
ˆ
ˆ D† (x,y,t)σx 
ˆ D (x,y,t),
ID (x,t) = e
dy 
(A7)

β=S,D n,prop.

where En = E + n. We restrict the sum over sidebands to
propagating waves only, which is equivalent to setting the
scattering matrix elements to zero if an incoming-outgoing
wave is evanescent. Now we use the field operator, Eq. (A4),

0

where e is the electron charge. The final expression for the
current operator in terms of the creation-annihilation operators
of the incoming and outgoing quasiparticles has the form



e 

†
†
IˆD (x,t) =
dE
dE  ei(E−E )t [ψ←
(x,ky ,E)σx ψ← (x,ky ,E  )γ̂D,in (ky ,E)γ̂D,in (ky ,E  )

2π k |E|>|ky |
|E |>|ky |
y

+

†
†
ψ←
(x,ky ,E)σx ψ→ (x,ky ,E  )γ̂D,in (ky ,E)γ̂D,out (ky ,E  )

†

†
+ ψ→
(x,ky ,E)σx ψ← (x,ky ,E  )γ̂D,out (ky ,E)γ̂D,in (ky ,E  )

†

†
(x,ky ,E)σx ψ→ (x,ky ,E  )γ̂D,out (ky ,E)γ̂D,out (ky ,E  )].
+ ψ→

3. Noise formulas

By definition, current noise is a matrix of correlation
functions between currents in the contacts of the system, with
matrix elements given by [49,55]
Nαβ (τ ) =

1
2T



T

dt {Iˆα (x,t + τ ),Iˆβ (x,t)} .

(A9)

0

Here, Iˆα (x,t) = Iˆα (x,t) − Iˆα (x,t) is the deviation of the
current operator in contact α from its mean value, where ·
means statistical average. Taking into account that there is
an oscillating perturbation in our setup (ac-driven gate), we
also average the noise over one oscillation period T = 2π/ .
In many experiments, the quantity of primary interest is the
zero-frequency noise, which is obtained from Eq. (A9) via
 ∞
dτ Nαβ (τ ).
(A10)
Nαβ (0) =

Finally, statistical averaging is performed assuming that the
contacts of the system are kept at local equilibrium,
†
(ky ,E)γ̂β,in (ky ,E  ) = δα,β δky ,ky δ(E − E  )fα (E),
γ̂α,in
(A13)
†

γ̂α,in (ky ,E)γ̂β,in (ky ,E  ) = δα,β δky ,ky δ(E − E  )[1 − fα (E)],
(A14)
where fα (E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution in contact α.
Performing this lengthy but straightforward calculation, one
can obtain a rather compact formula for the noise N , which
can be written as [61]
N = Nth + Nsh ,


∞
e2   
dE{δα,D [δl,0
Nth =
2π β=S,D l=−∞ k prop.

Below we will only consider the zero-frequency noise and
therefore we will omit its argument, Nαβ ≡ Nαβ (0). It can be
shown [49] that zero-frequency noise satisfies the conservation
law


Nαβ =
Nαβ = 0,
(A11)
β

which allows us to consider only N = NDD = NSS . The cross
correlations NSD = NDS = −NDD . By substituting Eq. (A8)
into Eq. (A9), we can derive the noise formula. Every operator
for an outgoing quasiparticle must be expressed in terms of the
corresponding operators for the incoming ones, using Eq. (A6).
Whenever one encounters a statistical average of a product of
four creation-annihilation operators, one can simplify it using
Wick’s theorem:

(A15)

where Nth is the thermal or Johnson-Nyquist noise and Nsh is
the shot noise. Thermal noise is expressed by the formula

−∞

α

(A8)

y

− 2|SDD (ky ; El ,E)|2 ]
+ |SDα (ky ; El ,E)|2 }fα (E)[1 − fα (E)], (A16)
where integration over energy runs only over propagating
states, i.e., |E| > |ky | and |El | > |ky |. We note that for
temperatures T → 0, the combination of Fermi functions
appearing in Eq. (A16) leads to Nth → 0. Therefore, at low
temperatures one can neglect thermal noise and focus on the
shot noise. The latter can be written in the form
∞


e2 
[fα (El ) − fβ (Em )]2
dE
Nsh =
2π α,β=S,D l,n,m=−∞ k prop.
2
y

†

× [SDα (ky ; E,El )] SDα (ky ; En ,El )

†

†
(ky ,E1 )γ̂β,in (ky ,E1 )γ̂δ,in (ky ,E2 )γ̂λ,in (ky ,E2 )
γ̂α,in

× SDβ (ky ; E,Em )[SDβ (ky ; En ,Em )]† .

†

†
(ky ,E1 )γ̂β,in (ky ,E1 ) γ̂δ,in (ky ,E2 )γ̂λ,in (ky ,E2 )
= γ̂α,in
†

†
(ky ,E1 )γ̂λ,in (ky ,E2 ) γ̂β,in (ky ,E1 )γ̂δ,in (ky ,E2 ) .
+ γ̂α,in

(A12)

(A17)

We note that there is a complex conjugation symmetry in the
kernel under index interchange l ↔ m. This means that shot
noise Nsh is a purely real quantity.
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APPENDIX B: NOISELESS INELASTIC KLEIN
TUNNELING FOR k y = 0

4. Shot noise formula at zero temperature

At zero temperature the Fermi function factor in Eq. (A17)
simplifies to step functions. We are interested in the linear
response to the applied source-drain bias voltage VS (we set
VD = 0) and it is instructive to calculate the differential noise

∂Nsh 
N=
.
(A18)
∂V 
S VS →0

The terms with the Fermi function of the drain give zero
contribution while those of the source are reduced to a δ
function

∂θ (El − EF + eVS ) 
= eδ(El − EF ).
(A19)

∂VS
VS →0
The integral over energy can be shifted so that the differential
noise kernel is written only in terms of two independent
scattering states (sideband ladders). The two scattering states
have two different quasienergies (energies of the incoming
waves in the leads), one at the Fermi energy EF and one
shifted away from it by (m − l). The zero-temperature shot
noise is then reduced to
e3  
Re{tl∗ (EF )tn+l (EF )
N=
2π h k lqn
y


× [rl−q
(EF

∗
+ q)rn+l−q
(EF + q)

∗
+(1 − δq0 )tl−q (EF + q)tn+l−q
(EF + q)]},

(A20)
where q = m − l. Here we explicitly write the scattering
matrix elements as reflection and transmission coefficients.
Note that unprimed quantities rn (E) and tn (E) [primed
quantities rn (E) and tn (E)] are obtained for an incident wave
from the source (drain) at energy E, scattered to an energy En .
5. Differential Fano factor

We define the differential Fano factor as the ratio between
the differential noise and the dc conductance, i.e.,

∂Nsh /∂VS 
F =
,
(A21)
e∂I /∂V 
D

S VS →0

where Nsh is given by Eq. (A17) and the dc component of the
drain current ID is obtained by averaging the current operator
in Eq. (A8) as

1 T
ID =
dt IˆD (x,t) .
(A22)
T 0

(A23)

At zero temperature, we get a Fano factor
N
,
eG0

m

The matrix M̌nm = exp[iZ0 σx ](iσx )|n−m| J|n−m| (Z1 ), where Jn
is the nth Bessel function of the first kind. We studied this
matrix in detail in Ref. [47]. There we also gave the expressions
for the pseudospin vectors An , Bn , and Cn as Eqs. (B12)–(B14),
and we do not repeat them here. The important point here is
that for perpendicular incidence these vectors reduce to a very
simple form:


L
1
e−iκn L1 eiκn L1 ,
(B2)
An =
1


R
1
e−iκn L2 eiκn L2 ,
(B3)
Bn =
1


L
1
eiκn L1 e−iκn L1 ,
(B4)
Cn =
−1
L/R

where κn = κ(ky ,En − UL/R ), cf. Eq. (A2). Due to the
peculiar pseudospin structure, the product CnT M̌nm Bm in
Eq. (B1) vanishes, thus leading to rn ≡ 0, ∀n. In other
words, Klein tunneling implies no backscattering even from
an ac-driven δ barrier. The particles are allowed to scatter
between energy sidebands but the barrier remains effectively
transparent. The barrier now contributes a trivial phase to all
sideband channels and the matrix in Eq. (B1) for transmission
coefficients is easily inverted, giving
tm =

1
2

exp(−iZ0 )(−i)|m| J|m| (Z1 )ei(UL L1 +UR L2 ) .

(A24)

where N is given by Eq. (A20) and the zero temperature dc
conductance G0 is given as Eq. (7) in Ref. [47].

(B5)

Note that the transmission amplitudes for this δ barrier are
energy independent. The differential noise kernel in Eq. (A20)
at ky = 0 is now expressed only in terms of such transmission
functions,

∗
Re{tl∗ tn+l tl−q tn+l−q
}
ln q=0



Re

lp q=0

y

F =

m

∝

The result has the form

∞
 
e 
ID =
dE
[SDα (ky ; En ,E)]†
2π k prop.
α=S,D n=−∞
× SDα (ky ; En ,E)[fα (E) − fD (En )].

The reflection coefficient in the static case vanishes during
tunneling at perpendicular incidence to the barrier ky = 0
(Klein tunneling). Here we take it one step further and show
that the same holds for all sidebands for photon-assisted
tunneling, which leads to a noiseless quantum channel. The
reflection and transmission coefficients are determined by the
following equations:


rn =
CnT M̌nm Bm tm ,
AnT M̌nm Bm tm = δn0 . (B1)

i |l|+|p+q|
J|l| J|p| J|l+q| J|p+q| = 0, (B6)
i |p|+|l+q|

where we used a shorthand notation such that all Bessel
functions should be evaluated as Jn = Jn (Z1 ). In the second
line in Eq. (B6), we set p = n + l and in the last step we used
the following orthonormal property of Bessel functions

(i |p+q|−|p| )J|p| J|p+q| = δq0 .
(B7)
p

With that, we have proven that the differential noise kernel at
ky = 0 vanishes.
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